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THE MUELLER REPORT LEAKED!
Here’s What We Know
WASHINGTON D.C.–

The Mueller Report was
finished up on Friday, March
22nd, and so far, the Justice
Department has done a surprisingly good job of keeping its
contents under wraps. Attorney
General and stock photo of a
white businessman William Barr
has sent a short summary of the
report to Congress, informing
them that the report exonerated the president on charges of
collusion but not on obstruction
of justice charges. Barr’s 4-page
summary raised some eyebrows,
since Mueller’s report was reportedly nearly 400 pages long.
Luckily for us, and for you, our
dear readers, the full report has
been made available to us by an
anonymous former WashU student now working for the Justice
Department.

Eric and Don Jr. prepare to dump dirt on Hillary Clinton.

2. Even more Anthony Weiner
dick pics
3. 30 pages of improvements to
Mueller’s Galaga high scores

Here’s what Attorney General
Barr left out:

4. Anthony Scaramucci’s parking pass (he was fired before he
could pick it up)

1. Melania Trump’s anti-cyberbullying campaign was started
entirely to make sure her name
no longer auto-corrects to
“Melanoma”

5. Donald Trump Jr. and Eric
Trump’s infamous Trump Tower
meeting with Russian operatives
failed because they thought they

were getting literal, actual dirt
that they could then dump on
Hillary Clinton using a backhoe and a fake Oval Office
6. Photo evidence of the
condom Mike Pence uses (he
washes it afterwards, don’t
worry)
7. What actually happened in
Benghazi: surprise birthday
party gone wrong
8. Barack Obama’s birth certificate

WashU Announces Innovative Plan
to Increase Economic Diversity
CLAYTON, MO–

No one can deny WashU’s
strengths as an academic institution. Boasting some of the best
faculty in the world and vibrant
extracurriculars the university
is frequently ranked among the
most elite in the nation. There is,
however, one category in which
WashU has nearly always ranked

very close to last: socioeconomic
diversity.
A now-infamous 2017 study
by the New York Times found
that WashU managed to top
the list of least socioeconomic
universities in the United States.
The report prompted outcry
from the student body and surrounding, including numerous
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Bradley and Chase Koch were recently admitted to the Class of 2023.
Both plan to attend Washington University after Yale rescinded their
admissions as a part of the college admissions scandal.

hard-hitting StudLife op-eds and
local news coverage, but little
progress has been made in the
intervening years.
But no longer will public cries
for change go unheeded because
last weekend, the Washington
University administration announced a bold, far-reaching new
plan to increase socioeconomic
diversity among future classes:
admit more billionaires.
This unprecedented move to
include more of the nation’s uberrich brats in WashU’s student
populace was prompted by the
recent college admissions scandal
in which parents paid hundreds
of thousands of dollars in order
to ensure their offspring’s acceptance into their top-choice
universities.
“If there’s anything that this
scandal has shown the university,
it is that we have left the talent
and tuition money of an entire
demographic largely untapped for
far too long,” wrote ChancellorElect Andrew Martin, who has
been the driving force behind the
change, in a university-wide announcement email.
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St. Louis Style Modifications

WUNDERGROUND

Surprised by St. Louis style bagels? Here's some other 'St. Louis style' modifications you haven't heard of:

1. St. Louis style beach vacation

4. St Louis style tinder

No coastline? No problem! The banks of the Mississippi offer the same waterfront fun without any of
the hassle of sand, nice weather, non toxic water, or
happiness.

If you've been swiping in another city and
searching for a Mr. Right that once caught a really big fish, then look no further! St. Louis has
got you covered. These men got big fish! And
that's not the only big thing they're willing to
send pictures of. ;) They also gotta a preeeeetty
big rifle.

2. St. Louis style college students
If you're looking for someone with the entitlement and
pretension of an Ivy League student, but with marginally less academic prestige, look no further! The St.
Louis style college student comes with a full serving
of stress culture and a hefty lack of appreciation or
awareness of their surroundings. We're so self-centered, we conflated "St. Louis college students" with
"WashU students" because we don't give a single flying
fuck about SLU, UMSL, or Fontbonne!

3. St. Louis style police
*Our editors made us cut this one. Too controversial
for our tastes, but be sure to check out our Top Ten
Worst Genocides to Enter as a Straight White Male!

5. St. Louis style seance
Like your average seance except someone's mom
baked a tray of gooey butter cake and you tried to
call your dead aunt, but you couldn't reach her over
the musical stylings of the ghost of Chuck Berry.

6. St. Louis Style Panera Bread
They may call it Bread Co, but that broccoli cheddar
bread bowl is guaranteed to give you equal levels of
indigestion!

New Study Finds Kids with Fairy God
Parents Still Total Fucking Losers
BALTIMORE, MD–

Researchers at Johns Hopkins published results of a
two-year study on Monday concluding that kids with
fairy god parents are still “complete fucking dweebs.”
The study, which highlights data collected from statewide surveys, announced “the arbitrary reception of
magical companions does not counteract defects in chill
factor.” Those involved in the report considered several
key factors, ranging from income to social media usage,
ultimately finding that the “secret” nature of the metafictional guardians provides no advantage in social capital.
Local bullies expressed a lack of shock at the findings.
“If I don’t know you can summon a dragon, or date a
model, why would I stop telling you to kill yourself?”
Added local jock Brett Tannenbaum. “They’re also literally hanging with fairies. As a bully you know how easy
that one is?”
Although fairy god children are exposed to moral compasses previously unchecked by absentee parents,

Maybe instead of a having a pet dragon he could just
play basketball or something.

researchers fear these lessons prevent self-development.
Consistent guidance against cheating and controlling the
weather denies subjects the chance to discover cool shit
like vaping and Pornhub. “When you don’t explore dope
stuff you can’t integrate yourself,” notes child psychologist Mira Synger, taking a fat rip from her Juul.

It’s hard to avoid megastar Taylor Swift. With six
full-length albums, ten Grammy awards, and millions
of fans worldwide, there is no doubt that “T-Swift” is
a household name. Whether you love her or hate her,
you know who she is and what she does. But is there
more to this pop sensation than meets the eye?

As such, Swift has the power--nay, the obligation-to bring forth the apocalypse that will end the world
and cast us all into the sweet, sweet void of endless
torment. And yet, what has she done? Has she brought
down the rains of hellfire that will cleanse the planet
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CLAYTON, MO–

It’s obvious, isn’t it? I mean, wake up, sheeple: Taylor Swift is the antichrist.

The news reported by this
paper is fictitious. Any
resemblance to persons
living, ailing or dead is
entirely intentional.
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Foreign Correspondent Beta

Op-Ed: Boycott
Taylor Swift

Although her earlier music videos typically portray
Swift in delicate white dresses, often accompanied by
an acoustic guitar and a sunlit field, her recent works
have taken a much more sinister tone. For example,
the music video for her comeback single “Look What
You Made Me Do” is positively bursting with Satanic
imagery, from snakes (the devil’s reptile) to zombies
(the devil’s dead people) to men (the devil’s gender).
Meanwhile, “22”, when multiplied by three, is equal to
66, which is only one six away from “666”.
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of this prison that we call life? No. Instead of doing her
goddamn job and sending everyone down a one-way
waterslide to hell, she has wasted her time pumping out
catchy pop anthems and dating way hotter men than I
do.
That’s why I’m calling for a complete boycott of Taylor Swift and Taylor Swift-adjacent music and merchandise. We demand that Swift opens the seven seals,
initiating the Armageddon that will eventually free us
all from our mortal forms. No matter how relatable her
lyrics may seem to be to our most recent heartbreaks,
it’s time to stop allowing our affinity for easily memorizable choruses blind our judgement. It’s time to cease
our complicity in Swift’s unrelenting refusal to end it
all. It’s time to take a stand for humanity.
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WUnger Games 2019: Recapping the Madness
With the 2019 WUnger Games March Madness Tournament finally meeting an exciting conclusion,
WUnderground is ready to review some of the highlights and storylines from this year’s postseason. Although 32
student groups entered the tournament-style fight to the death, only one emerged as the victor:

Beekeeping Club Takes the Title.

The Anime Exploration Team.

No one outside of the WU Beekeepers hivemind could’ve seen this coming. “It was
obvious to us that we were championship
contenders,” said Vince Johnson, president
of the club, which was the 13th seed in its
conference, “but we knew we had doubters
throughout the school.” The Beekeepers had
to run the gauntlet to earn their finals appearance; they needed to defeat top-seeded
groups WUHHU (4), Ashoka (5), and LARP
(1) on the road. The grueling path paid off,
and after defeating WUChurn (10) in the
Eastern Conference Finals, they were able
to seal the championship versus their fellow
underdogs and Western Conference Champions…

Though the two most heavily-armed and intimidating student groups - Phi Delt and LARP
- earned their respective #1 seeds through their
notoriety and violent reputations, both were
upset by the eventual first- and second-place
finishers, with the Anime Exploration Team (16)
shocking the student body by dispatching Phi
Delt in the first round. This was the most stunning result of the entire tournament, according
to WUSPN analyst Diana Williams. “Not only
was it the first time in the tournament’s history
that the #1 seed lost in the first round, but it was
also a complete blowout.” Indeed, the highlyranked Phi Delts were routed by the Anime
Exploration Team, who credited their dramatic
opening salvo to “pent up rage” from “years of
being made fun of and called ‘weebs’.”

In terms of Cinderella stories, this
was a tournament for the ages.
In addition to the Beekeeping Club and Anime
Exploration Team’s laudable postseason runs,
WUChurn and the Debate Team (14) were able
to outperform their projected performance as
well. Though many expected the Fencing team
to defeat Debate Team by a significant margin
in the first round, they weren’t ready for
Debate Team’s unorthodox strategy of literally
arguing teams to death. “We knew we’d have
to turn it up a notch for the postseason,” said
Kevin Bates of the Debate Team, “but we had
faith in our gameplan, so it was just a matter
of execution.”

OPINIONS
Point: Fraternity formals perpetuate
sexism and create uncomfortable
gender-based power dynamics.

By: Your Friend That Read
Marilyn Frye Once
Took intro to WGSS.
Can define hegemonic masculinity.

Counterpoint: Yo what do you
mean?? I paid for my date !?

By: Mark Stollman, SAE
Claims to respect women with the
justification that he calls his mom everyday.
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Washington University Presents:
WRIGHTONPALOOZA 2019
If you were excited to hear T-Pain is coming to WashU, we’ve got something better for you!
This April, the advent of Mark Wrighton’s departure is reeling in musical guests from around
the world. Here’s the OFFICIAL talent lineup. You won’t want to miss this!

TOP 10...
Things to Use the
Gargoyle For
The administrations decision to remove the Gargoyle has the student body up in arms. The space
is critical to the livelihood of several student
groups, but thats not all! Check out these ten
other uses for this beloved event space:

10.

Fill it with Soup

9.

Reenact the Hunchback
of Notre Dame

8.

New cave for
Connie Diekman

7.

Store Our Boat

6.

Temperature Controlled
Safe for the unused
pell grant money

5.

A giant handicapped
bathroom stall to
make big poop in

4.

Safe space for conservative students

3.

Incinerator for campus
climate survey responses

2.

Mass grave for the
WashU squirrels

1.

A space for happy hour,
cultural groups and career
resource fairs wait fuck

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Multiple extremely wealthy parents have been indicted for buying their children’s ways into college.
What do you think?

WASHU ADMIN

JOHNNY SMALLMAN

CHET KENNEDY

Suspiciously wealthy.

Class of 2023 reject
and avid furry.

Parents paid 3.8
million for his
admission.

"How do you think
we paid for the east
end construction?"

“What do you mean,
I’m not a minority?”

“Wait, fuck, I thought
I was recruited to
play Smash here.”

THE GHOST OF FRED
TRUMP
Father of the world’s
most entitled pumpkin.

“To think I’ve been
donating buildings
all these years!!”

BRAD MILLER

Class of 2023 Reject
from Westchester, NY.
White, heterosexual,
and definitively
regular.

"Why didn't my mom
think of that?"

GEORGE WASHINGTON
Common egoist

“Don’t tell anyone,
but we actually
bribed our way out
of British control.”

